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Abstract

This note presents a correction to [1, Theorem 4] which provides a necessary
and su�cient condition for dispatchability.

1 Notation

The following additional notation is introduced: The notation s �L s0 is used to denote
that strings s; s0 are equivalent under the Nerode equivalence induced by the language L.
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Given a DA G := (Q;�I ���
O
; �; q0), we use �I(G) to denote its \projection" onto the input

events, which is the automaton obtained by replacing each transition label (�; s) 2 �I ���
O

of G by the label �. The projection �O(G) is similarly de�ned. Note that the projection
automaton �I(G) or �O(G) may be nondeterministic even when G is deterministic. Thus [1,

Proposition 5] can be restated as: If �I(GBO) is deterministic, then (I;O;
��!

jBj) is dispatchable
if and only if it is conditionally dispatchable. Next we de�ne the input-composition of
GI and GBO, denoted GIBO := (QI � QB � QO;�B; �IBO; (q

0
I
;~0; q0

O
)), 1 and de�ned as

(qIBO := (qI;~b; qO) 2 QI �QB �QO; sIO := (�; s) 2 �B):

�IBO(qIBO; sIO) :=

( �
�I(qI ; �); �BO((~b; qO); sIO)

�
if �I(qI ; �); �BO((~b; qO); sIO) are de�ned

unde�ned otherwise

Clearly, L(GIBO) = fs 2 L(GB) j �I(s) 2 I and �O(s) 2 Og. Consequently, L(GIBO) �
L(GB) � L(G), �I(L(GIBO)) � I and �O(L(GIBO)) � O.

It follows from the de�nition ofGIBO that I � �I(L(GBO)) if and only if I = �I(L(GIBO)).

Hence [1, Theorem 2] can be rephrased as: A dispatching policy (I;O;
��!

jBj) is conditionally
dispatchable if and only if I = �I(L(GIBO)). Similarly, [1, Proposition 5] can be stated as:

If �I(GIBO) is deterministic, then (I;O;
��!

jBj) is dispatchable if and only if it is conditionally
dispatchable.

2 Dispatchable Units

Note that in general �I(GIBO) may not be deterministic. However, it is easy to construct
a subautomaton G0

IBO
� GIBO such that �I(G0

IBO
) is deterministic. If such a subautomaton

G0
IBO

satisfying I = �I(L(G
0
IBO

)) exists, then (I;O;
��!

jBj) is dispatchable. We show below
that the converse is also true. We �rst de�ne the notion of a \canonical" stable and causal
input-output map, which requires that whenever the departure sequence pair for a pair of
Nerode equivalent arrival sequences s; s0 2 I is Nerode equivalent and yields an identical
bu�er state, then the \future" departure sequence for any \future" arrival sequence t should
be identical for s and s0. Formally,

De�nition 1 Given a dispatching unit (I;O;
��!

jBj) and a stable and causal input-output
map DI , it is called canonical, if for each s; s0 2 I satisfying s �I s

0, D(s) �O DI(s0) and

[~s�
����!

DI(s)] = [~s0�
����!

DI (s
0)], we have DI(st)(jDI(s)j) = DI (s

0t)(jDI(s0)j) for each t 2 ��
I
.

The next lemma states that a stable and causal input-output map can always be chosen
to be a canonical one.

Lemma 1 Given a dispatching unit (I;O;
��!

jBj), there exists a stable and causal input-output
map over I if and only if there exists a canonical such map.

1�B was incorrectly de�ned as �I ���kBk in [1]; its correct de�nition is �I � ��(kBk+1).
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Proof: It su�ces to show the necessity. Suppose a stable and causal input-output map
DI : I ! O is given. If it is not canonical, then there exist s; s0 2 I and t 2 ��

I
such that

s �I s
0, DI(s) �O DI(s0), [~s�

����!

DI (s)] = [~s0�
����!

DI (s0)], but DI (st)(jDI(s)j) 6= DI(s0t)(jDI(s0)j). A
canonical stable and causal input-output map D0

I
can be obtained from DI by de�ning it to

be the same as DI except that for every pre�x t̂ � t, it maps the arrival sequence s0t̂ to the
departure sequence DI(s0)DI(st̂)(jDI(s)j). By de�nition, DI (st̂) = DI (s)DI(st̂)(jDI(s)j) 2 O,
so DI(s) �O DI(s0) implies D0

I
(s0t̂) = DI (s0)DI (st̂)(jDI(s)j) 2 O. Also since DI is causal, it

follows that D0
I
is causal. Finally since [~s�

����!

DI(s)] = [~s0�
����!

DI(s0)], it follows that

[
��!

st̂ �
����!

DI (st̂)] = [~s�
����!

DI(s)] + [~̂t�
����!

DI(st̂)(jDI(s)j)]

= [~s0�
����!

DI(s
0)] + [~̂t�

����!

D0
I
(s0t̂)(jD0

I
(s0)j)]

= [
��!

s0t̂ �
����!

D0
I
(s0t̂)];

i.e., the bu�er capacity constraint is also satis�ed, which implies D0
I
is stable.

The following theorem corrects the error in [1, Theorem 4].

Theorem 1 A dispatching unit (I;O;
��!

jBj) is dispatchable if and only if there exists a sub-
automaton G0

IBO
� GIBO such that �I(G0

IBO
) is deterministic and I = �I(L(G0

IBO
)).

Proof: ()) First assume that (I;O;
��!

jBj) is dispatchable. We need to show that there exists
a subautomaton G0

IBO
� GIBO such that �I(G0

IBO
) is deterministic and I = �I(L(G0

IBO
)).

From hypothesis there exists a stable and causal input-output map DI : I ! O. From
Lemma 1 it can be chosen to be canonical. Using this input-output map construct a subau-
tomaton G0

IBO
:= (QI�QB�QO;�B; �0IBO; (q

0
I
;~0; q0

O
)) � GIBO, where the transition function

is de�ned as (q = (qI;~b; qO) 2 QI �QB �QO; sIO = (�I ; sO) 2 �B = �I � �
�(kBk+1)
O

):

�0
IBO

(q; sIO) :=

8><
>:

�IBO(q; sIO) 9sI 2 I s.t. ��
IBO

((q0
I
;~0; q0

O
); (sI ;DI(sI)) = q;

and DI(sI�I)(jD(sI)j) = sO
unde�ned otherwise

Note if there exists another arrival sequence s0
I
2 I such that ��

IBO
((q0

I
;~0; q0

O
); (s0

I
;DI (s0I)) = q,

then sI �I s0
I
, DI(sI) �O DI (s0I), and [~sI�

����!

DI(sI)] = [~s0
I
�

����!

DI(s0I)] =
~b. Since DI is

canonical, this implies D(sI�I)(jDI(sI)j) = sO = D(s0
I
�I)(jD(s0

I
)j), i.e., there is at most one

departure sequence for the arrival event �I. So �I(G0
IBO

) is deterministic.
Since �I(L(G0

IBO
)) � �I(L(GIBO)) � I, it remains to show that the reverse inequality

also holds. We use induction on the length of strings in I to prove that if sI 2 I, then
sI 2 �I(L(G0

IBO
)). In fact we prove a stronger claim:

sI 2 I ) �0�
IBO

�
(q0
I
;~0; q0

O
); (sI ;DI(sI)

�
=

 
��
I
(q0
I
; sI); [~sI�

��!

DI (sI)]; �
�
O
(q0
O
;DI(sI))

!
: (1)
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Note that the condition of (1) implies that (sI ;DI(sI)) 2 L(G0
IBO

), which in turn implies
that sI 2 �I(L(G0

IBO
)). The condition of (1) certainly holds for the zero length string � 2 I

since DI (�) = �. Hence the base step holds. In order to prove the induction step, consider
sI 2 I and �I 2 �I such that sI�I 2 I. Then from induction hypothesis, (1) holds. Let

qI := ��
I
(q0
I
; sI), ~b := [~sI�

��!

DI(sI)] and qO := ��
O
(q0
O
;DI(sI)). Then it follows from the

de�nition of the transition function of G0
IBO

that

[�0
IBO

((qI ;~b; qO); (�I; sO)) = �IBO((qI ;~b; qO); (�I ; sO))]() [sO = DI(sI�I)(jDI(sI)j)]: (2)

Thus by combining (1) and (2) we obtain the desired result of induction step:

�0�
IBO

�
(q0
I
;~0; q0

O
); (sI�I;DI(sI�I))

�
=

 
��
I
(q0
I
; sI�I); [

����!
sI�I �

����!

DI(sI�I)]; �
�
O
(q0
O
;DI(sI�I))

!
:

(() Next assume that there exists a subautomaton G0
IBO

� GIBO such that �I(G0
IBO

)

is deterministic and I = �I(L(G0
IBO

)). We need to show that (I;O;
��!

jBj) is dispatchable.
Construct an equivalent DMA, M 0

IBO
for the DA G0

IBO
. This is possible since �I(G0

IBO
) is

deterministic. Then I = �I(L(G0
IBO

)) = LI(M 0
IBO

); �O(L(G0
IBO

)) = LO(M 0
IBO

) � O and

L(G0
IBO

) = L(GM 0

IBO
) � L(GB). Hence it follows from [1, Proposition 4] that (I;O;

��!

jBj) is
dispatchable.

Example 1 Consider the setting of [1, Example 7]. As mentioned above, the corresponding
DFA GBO is shown in [1, Figure 4(a)]. Also, as noted in [1, Example 9] condition C1 does

not hold in this case. Thus although the triple (I;O;
��!

jBj) is conditionally dispatchable the
test for su�ciency of dispatchability as given in [1, Proposition 5] is not applicable. So
we construct the DFA GIBO as shown in Figure 1. Clearly, �I(GIBO) is nondeterministic.
However, the sub-automaton G0

IBO
� GIBO lying within the dashed rectangular area of

Figure 1 is such that �I(G0
IBO

) is deterministic and I = �I(L(G0
IBO

)). Thus it follows from

Theorem 1 that the triple (I;O;
��!

B ) is dispatchable. The required dispatching policy is
obtained as discussed in [1, Example 8].
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(c; ac)
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(2;~0; 2)

(3; ~�; 1)

(1; ~�; 3)

Figure 1: Diagram illustrating GIBO and G0
IBO
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